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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The California budget battle is continuing with no clear end in sight. To help patch a nearly $20 billion shortfall in California, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger proposed to cut $1.2 billion in child care funds, a move that would eliminate most subsidized child care for low-income families. He also proposed to terminate California’s welfare program, CalWORKs, which serves 1.4 million people, 1.1 million of whom are children. Included in the CalWORKs cuts are child care subsidies for families receiving or successfully transitioned off welfare. In total, 240,000 children would lose access to subsidized child care. While the Legislature's Joint Budget Conference Committee rejected these child care cuts, the continued uncertainty about child care funding undermines the availability and sustainability of child care as districts are forced to close their programs because the state budget remains unresolved. This paper outlines the impact these child care cuts would have on working parents, children, and the state's economy.
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I. The Proposed Cuts
In May, just before schools let out and children departed for the summer, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger released his revised budget proposal for 2010-11. To help patch a nearly $20 billion shortfall, the Governor proposes to cut $1.2 billion in child care funds, a move that would eliminate most subsidized child care for low-income families. He also proposes to terminate California’s welfare program, CalWORKs, which serves 1.4 million people, 1.1 million of whom are children. Included in the CalWORKs cuts are child care subsidies for families receiving or successfully transitioned off welfare. In total, 240,000 children will lose access to subsidized child care. Many more families are likely to be affected, however, as child care providers that serve both subsidized and unsubsidized families close down, reduce staff, or cut back on their programs.

These cuts, if enacted, will cause severe economic insecurity for working parents and child care providers, causing a ripple effect across the economy, and will negatively impact the education and well-being of children currently being served by existing programs.

Impact of the Governor’s Child Care Proposal by the Numbers

- 84% of children (more than 72,000) will be cut from General Child Care subsidies.
- 100% of children (more than 185,000) will be cut from CalWORKs-linked child care (stages 1-3) by October 1, 2010. Of these children, just over 25,000 are expected to access subsidies through Alternative Payment vouchers. The rest (159,000 children) will lose access entirely.
- 130,000 child care providers who serve low-income children will be impacted.
- 38,000 full-time equivalent child care jobs will disappear.
- 85,000 working parents earning only minimum wage will lose access to subsidized child care.

The good news is that as of August 6, 2010, the Legislature’s Joint Budget Conference Committee has agreed to reject the Governor’s proposal to eliminate all state child care funding and the CalWORKs program. But the California budget battle continues to rage. The Governor and Republicans oppose the Conference Committee’s compromise solution, leaving child care funding in continued jeopardy. The continued uncertainty about child care funding undermines the availability and sustainability of child care as districts are forced to close their programs because the state budget remains unresolved.

Already, preschool and child care workers have joined the ranks of the California teachers who received a preliminary reduction-in-force notice, or “pink slip” this year. News outlets around the state report layoffs and early childhood education center closures. The cuts not only affect individual low-income families, they are also forcing the closure of a
number of community-based care programs that are integrated with the schools and that serve working families throughout the community. These longstanding and highly successful programs have been forced to lay off most or all of their staff members given the uncertainty of state funding. As the budget process drags on, long time staff members will be forced to find other jobs, undermining the quality and integrity of these programs.

The Governor is claiming that federal funds—nearly $600 million according to the Governor’s budget—could mitigate some of the cuts this year and maintain 78,000 child care slots for the poorest children. But California cannot assume that the federal government will step in to backfill state cuts. Indeed, several analyses have raised questions about whether or not federal funds will be available without an appropriate state match, particularly if the federal funds are used to supplant rather than supplement state funding. The federal government administers its child care subsidies to low-income families through a number of programs, including the Child Care Development Block Grant (CCDBG), which state funds supplement. Federal law specifies that discretionary CCDBG funds “must be used to supplement, not supplant State general revenue funds for child care assistance to low-income families.” Discretionary grants to states under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) also included a prohibition against using the funds to supplant state funding.

The Legislative Analyst’s Office warns that federal assistance is unlikely to continue at the same high levels in the future in the absence of a state-level financial commitment. In fact, that office projects that California would lose between $100 and $200 million in federal funds under the Governor’s proposal.

Ironically, California is moving in the opposite direction from the federal government on child care. While California’s Governor is proposing draconian cuts to child care, at a White House Middle Class Task Force meeting in January 2010, President Obama made clear that child care is a critical investment needed to support working parents and called on Congress to continue to increase the nation’s investment in child care. While the budget is not yet final, both the House and Senate are supporting major increases in the Child Care Development Block Grant and in Head Start and Early Head Start that would maintain the investments previously made as part of the ARRA.

II. The Impacts

The Governor’s proposed child care cuts would be felt far beyond the more than 240,000 children targeted and dismantle one of the state’s economic pillars. California has provided child care services to families since World War II, when child care centers were needed to support women entering the workforce. The state’s subsidized child care system generates more than 130,000 child care related jobs and allows thousands of parents to work who otherwise may be unable to find care for their children.

Impacts on Jobs and the Economy

At the macroeconomic level, cutting child care will decrease employment in an already faltering job market.
- **Working Parents Will Face Economic Insecurity.** Studies have found that child care subsidies make it more probable that low-income single mothers will be employed, and that government spending on child care subsidies “generates more additional hours worked per dollar of government spending than a comparable wage subsidy.”21 A recent Op-Ed by Jean Ross, the Executive Director of the California Budget Project, underscores the link between affordable child care and parental employment and notes the tough odds that single women with children, who rely heavily on subsidized child care, already face in the current job market: 38% were unemployed for more than six months in 2009.22,23

- **Child Care Providers Will Also Lose Jobs as Centers Close.** The UC Berkeley Labor Center estimates that the child care cuts will result in the loss of 38,000 full-time equivalent jobs and points out that those who keep their jobs may face reduced hours and therefore income.24 Paradoxically, the 2009-2010 California budget signed July 28, 2009 included $4 million to train former CalWORKs recipients to become child care teachers and $2.5 million to train license-exempt child care providers that serve subsidized children.25

- **Tax Revenues Will Shrink and Social Services Costs Will Grow.** The economic impacts of these budget cuts would extend to counties and the state. Parents need child care to be able to work, and when Californians lose their jobs tax revenues shrink. The Labor Center calculates that California will lose $3.1 billion in economic output and $157 million in state and local tax revenue due to the reduction in child care jobs alone.26 The overall economy would lose sales revenue as well: on average, every dollar spent directly on child care generates nearly two additional sales dollars.27 Moreover, low-income working parents who are forced out of the workforce by these cuts will rely on state- or county-funded social services including unemployment and welfare programs that are already stressed by the recession. Families who lose job-based health insurance when they leave the workforce will also require public health insurance. Some of these new costs may shift to counties.28 Specifically, the CalWORKs cuts, including child care, will force more families to rely on county-based General Assistance. Conservative estimates demonstrate that every dollar invested in early childhood programming would generate approximately three dollars in public savings.29

- **California Will Lose Billions in Federal Funding.** If the cuts go into effect California would also lose 75% of its federal welfare funding this year—$2.8 billion of the $3.7 billion Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) block grant that funds CalWORKs and some other program costs—and all federal welfare funding in future years if it eliminates the CalWORKs program, according to an analysis by the California Budget Project.30,31

All of these facts indicate that early education and child care cuts will only worsen California’s already dire financial situation, and that they will likely cost the state far more than they will save.
Impacts on Children, Families, Schools, and Community

Access to high-quality child care matters, especially for low-income children, but affordable high-quality care is in short supply. New data from a study funded by the National Institutes of Health—the first study to track children for a full decade after they left child care—found that teens who had been in high-quality child care settings as children demonstrated slightly higher cognitive and academic achievement scores and a lower likelihood of acting-out behaviors than teens who had been in lower-quality child care.\(^32\) Previous studies of high-quality early intervention programs have documented positive effects on the social, cognitive, and emotional development of low-income children, as well as improved academic outcomes.\(^33\)

Ample research demonstrates the vital importance of high-quality early childhood programming during a child’s first five years of life. Early experiences shape temperament, social development, perceptual and cognitive abilities, brain architecture, and gene expression and neurochemistry.\(^34\) Skills build on each other, making early access to high-quality early childhood education an especially efficient investment in children.

Studies show that children who attend high-quality early childhood programming are more likely to graduate from high school and to demonstrate stronger social skills later in life.\(^35\) In addition, these children are far less likely to be on welfare, become criminals or teen parents, or experience debilitating health and socioeconomic problems.\(^36\) Studies focused specifically on California have shown that if high-quality early childhood programming were more widely accessible, juvenile crime would fall 19% and the high school dropout rate would decrease by 14%.\(^37\) Other long-term benefits would include: reduced welfare rolls, improved public health, greater educational and professional achievement, increased economic growth, and a reduction of socioeconomic gaps amongst racial groups.\(^38\)

These research findings are strong enough to lead Nobel Prize winning economist James Heckman and his colleagues to conclude that, “the most cost-effective strategy for strengthening the future American workforce is to invest greater human and financial resources in the social and cognitive environments of children who are disadvantaged, beginning as early as possible.”\(^39\)

The Governor’s proposed cuts seem to assume that, without child care subsidies, families will have other good child care options available to them, such as a stay-at-home parent or access to quality care from other sources. This is simply not the case. Two-parent families with one breadwinner and one homemaker constitute less than 26 percent of families with children under 18.\(^40\) Forty-one percent of families with children under 18 now have two working parents, and 30 percent are single parent families in which only one parent provides both support and care.\(^41\) Fifty-six percent of women with children under the age of six now work, and fifty percent of women with children under the age of one now work.\(^42\)

Given these changes in family structure, it is not surprising that parents struggle to balance work and family responsibilities. With more than 90% of American parents reporting work-family conflict,\(^43\) the need for good early childhood programming is imperative to ensure that children are well cared for and placed in intellectually and socially
stimulating environments while their parents are at work. Indeed, one in two low-wage working parents has been sanctioned at work due to work-family conflict.\textsuperscript{44}

The Governor’s program does spare some funding for partial-day preschools that only operate during the school year,\textsuperscript{45} but California workers do not get the summer off. Employers expect their workers to work year round and full time. By cutting full-year, full-day programs the Governor would deprive working parents of the child care they need to continue to work.

The Governor’s proposed cuts come at a time when child care costs are already high compared to family income and household expenses, and are rising quickly. Since 2000, child care costs have risen twice as fast as the median income of families with children.\textsuperscript{46} Today, California ranks 5th out of 50 states for the least affordable center-based infant care and 12th for the least affordable center-based care for a four-year-old.\textsuperscript{47} Child care in California is more expensive than public college.\textsuperscript{48} In 2008-2009, in California, the average annual cost for an infant in center-based care was more than double a year’s tuition and fees at a four-year public college ($11,580 versus $5,996). The average cost to send a four-year-old child to center-based care ($8,234) was more than a third higher than the cost of sending a child to a public college.\textsuperscript{49}

It follows that in California, only 47% of children zero-to-five are enrolled in early childhood education programs, ranking the state as 37th in the nation. The key reason is cost. Almost half of children aged zero-to-five in California lives in impoverished or low-income families, suggesting that California’s low enrollment is directly correlated with the high cost of early childhood programming in the state.\textsuperscript{51}

California is home to 9.4 million children aged zero to seventeen, who constitute 13% of the zero-to-seventeen demographic across the United States.\textsuperscript{52} Furthermore, one in every eight of this country’s children under the age of eight lives in California.\textsuperscript{53} Nearly half or, 45%, of children under eight in California are members of impoverished or low-income families.\textsuperscript{54} Income is one of the most important determinants of a family’s ability to send children to early childhood programming, with enrollment rising 4% for every additional $1,000 in income.\textsuperscript{55} Because California is one of the most expensive states in the nation when it comes to early childhood programming, there is significant need for both state and federal government subsidies in this area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Annual Cost of Full-Time Infant Care</th>
<th>Median Income for Single Mother Family</th>
<th>Child Care as a Percentage of State Median Income for Single Mother</th>
<th>Family State Median Income for a Two-Parent Family</th>
<th>Child Care as a Percentage of State Median Income for Two-Parent Family</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$11,580</td>
<td>$28,579</td>
<td>40.5%</td>
<td>$81,794</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Center-Based Infant Care in California\textsuperscript{50}
Enrollment in early childhood programming varies by income level. In low- and middle-income families, it is most common for parents to have their children cared for by trusted relatives to reduce child care costs or to send their children to licensed family child care homes that are more affordable than licensed center-based care. Higher-income families are more inclined to send their children to private licensed child care centers that are out of reach for most lower-income families. In California, 49% of three- and four-year-olds in impoverished and low-income families are in some form of center-based child care while 69% of children in higher-income families are enrolled in such programs. Fewer than half of children whose mothers have less than a high school diploma are in center-based programs in contrast to 80% of children whose mothers have a graduate degree.

High-quality child care has implications not only for children and their families, but also for the communities in which they live and the schools they attend. Multiple studies have documented the link between school readiness and early experiences. Children entering kindergarten unprepared for school put stress on an already stretched educational system. High-quality child care increases school readiness, especially for the most disadvantaged children. Conversely, if these children enter school behind their more well-off peers, they may never make up the deficit.

When children do not have sufficient access to quality, affordable child care, the school system feels it. In San Francisco County, for example, school readiness evaluations indicated that 45% of children entering kindergarten need extra support in at least one area of development and only 41% of San Francisco's incoming kindergarteners match the level of readiness deemed necessary for them to eventually succeed in third grade standardized testing. To combat this problem, a growing number of schools in California have developed school-based early childhood opportunities for their future students.

The Governor's proposed child care cuts will also affect programs currently provided through and integrated with the public schools, including some after-school care programs that rely in part on the grants proposed to be eliminated. School-age children are among the 240,000 children who would be affected by the proposed cuts; as many as 70,000 school-age children could be affected. Indeed, some California school districts have already been forced to cut back or eliminate after-school programs. Because some of these centers serve a mix of subsidized and unsubsidized families, the Governor's proposed cuts will reduce the availability of child care not only for low income families but also for other families in these school districts who rely on this care.

Cuts to programs that are integrated into public school are particularly worrisome because research demonstrates that high-quality after-school care programs like these are associated with better attitudes toward school, higher educational aspirations, more engagement in learning, and better school performance. These programs are also associated with less tardiness and disciplinary problems in school, benefiting not only children enrolled in these programs but also their classmates and teachers. Beyond academics, after school programs like these promote better communication skills and relationships with others, including parents and teachers as well as peers.

There are at least three important factors critical to after-school programs that benefit children, all of which are threatened by the Governor's proposed cuts. First, sustained and consistent participation in these programs is essential to achieve good
outcomes, yet the uncertain budget situation has left these programs in limbo and sent parents scrambling to find alternative care arrangements.

Second, to be effective these programs must have appropriate leadership, supervision and structure, a skilled and experienced staff with a clear vision and goals for the program, and well-organized and engaging activities. Yet school districts have been forced to issue lay-off notices to longstanding and experienced teachers in these programs, and some programs have been able to continue only by operating with fewer teachers and under significant uncertainty about how long they will be able to remain open. Even if funding is eventually restored, the current uncertainty makes it difficult to maintain continuity of longstanding programs and experienced staff because laid-off teachers must now scramble to find work in a dismal economic climate.

Finally, effective programs build on strong partnerships among families, schools, and communities. School based programs provide a central gathering point for cooperation among parents living in a community, and help foster parents engage with the public schools. If child care cuts force parents to seek out more dispersed, ad hoc care arrangements for their children, the bonds among families, schools, and communities may be threatened, with negative consequences for the community as a whole.
CONCLUSION

Cutting child care services is a short-sighted budgetary stop gap measure with long term costs on California, its working families, and its schools. The proposed cuts would cost California billions of federal dollars, reduce tax revenues, and put more pressure on the already strained public safety net. Although the Joint Budget Conference Committee has so far tried to push back against some of the Governor’s proposed cuts, other cuts totaling almost $338 million remain in the Committee’s budget proposal. The Governor and Republicans oppose the Conference Committee’s proposal, leaving child care funding in continued jeopardy.74

Now is the time to invest wisely. Keeping working parents and child care providers in the work force and devoting resources to the social, emotional, and cognitive development of California’s future students and workers is not just good social policy but also makes good economic sense.
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